Upper Harbor Terminal

Community Advisory Committee (CAC) Meeting #14

Agenda

5:45 (15 min): OPTIONAL time to sign in and get tech support

6:00 (5 min): Welcome by CAC Chair, overview of agenda and meeting goals

6:05 – 6:15 (10 min): Draft Recommendation Reading

6:15 – 6:30 (15 min): Public Comment

6:30 – 7:40 (70 min): CAC Discussion on recommendations on development interaction with park (may not require entire time)

7:40 – 7:55 (15 min): CAC Discussion on delivering recommendations to CPC/City

7:55 – 8:00 (5 min): Conclusion and next steps. General project Q&A for any participants who wish to stay in the meeting. Note that this is a park focused meeting and MPRB staff may not be able to answer City/development focused questions.

8:00 Adjourn